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The Daisee Story 

Deep Technology 

Lisa’s Semantic Engine was developed following ~5+ years of R&D at Deakin University in Melbourne

Strong internal software engineering team; modular architecture; highly scalable 

Internationally Multi-Award winning

Global Fintech 100 (2019) – Emerging Companies 
Westpac Regtech Innovation award

DXC Insuretech award

and Insuretech of the Year (2019)…

Recognised by regulators

Recently presented at the ASIC symposium on voice analytics for compliance 

Founded in 2017 – Daisee is an Enterprise SaaS Machine Learning Software company and has raised over $12m 
in capital to date



Who is               ?



A bit about me…

25 years of global leadership experience that includes several chief 
executive and board roles; extensive experience in early stage business 
and technology based general management roles

Currently CEO and Founder of Daisee

• Former CEO of OFX Group, one of the world’s leading international 
payment and foreign exchange companies listed on the ASX. 

• First Regional Managing Director of Google in Southeast Asia 
(including Australia and NZ)

• Former Chief Executive of firstdirect Bank in the UK

• Several international roles with the HSBC Group including being 
the first Global Head of Internet Marketing. 

• Member of the Technology Advisory Panel for Australia’s largest 
Superannuation fund – AustralianSuper

• Non-executive director of Stone & Chalk

• BSc - Psychology and Statistics; MBA from MGSM (‘92).



Linguistic Interpretive Semantic Analysis

Track team 
performance

Identify best and 
worst agents

Flag High Risk 
calls

Automated 
Scorecard for each 

call

Identify in-call 
events

Integrate with 
your QA worflow

Keep your finger on the pulse with intuitive 
dashboards

Drill-down and get insights from any and 
every call



The Australian Regulatory Landscape



7

Interface UI API

Sectors Financial Services Health Care Telecoms Retail Travel

Channel Direct Partner Reseller Marketplace

Customer Size
Enterprise
(Elephants)

SMB
(Deer)

Startup
(Rabbits)

Country Australia United States Europe South America Asia

Proposition Full Service Add-on Component Basic

In Australia, Lisa will be positioned as a Compliance product for Financial 
Services charged on a consumption basis

Customer Success Out of the box Configured Customised Consulting

Pricing Premium Consumption Licence Freemium Fee

Key Choices

Positioning Customer Service Sales Compliance Training
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Interface UI API

Sectors Financial Services Health Care Telecoms Retail Travel

Channel Direct Partner Reseller Marketplace

Customer Size
Enterprise
(Elephants)

SMB
(Deer)

Startup
(Rabbits)

Country Australia United States Europe South America Asia

Proposition Full Service Add-on Component Basic

Customer Success Out of the box Configured Customised Consulting

Pricing Premium Consumption Licence Freemium Fee

Key Choices

Positioning Customer Service Sales Compliance Training

In the US & UK, Lisa will be a basic product positioned as  Customer Experience 
aimed at Financial Services & Healthcare

1st Phase



Contact

rbk@daisee.com

Q&A

mailto:richard.kimber@daisee.com


Confidentiality and Disclaimer

This presentation was prepared by Daisee PTY Limited (“Daisee” or “the Company”), in order to discuss its business
with various interested parties. This presentation contains statements that involve estimates, risks and uncertainties. Although the Company
believes these statements to be reasonable at this time, Daisee can give no guarantee that the expectations reflected in these statements will
prove to be accurate or that all relevant information has been provided.

Actual results could differ materially from those expected for any of a multitude of risks including, but not limited to,
those inherent in regulatory or market environments or more generally. In preparing this presentation, the Company
has relied upon and assumed, without independent verification, the accuracy and completeness of all information
available from public sources, or which was otherwise reviewed by it.

Information relating to other companies is based on publicly available information, including the websites of those companies and Daisee's
current understanding and assessment of the market. Readers must verify such information independently before relying on it. The
presentation is proprietary to Daisee and may not be disclosed to any third party
or used for any other purpose without the prior written consent of the Company.

Potential investors must make their own independent assessment and investigation of the opportunity and should not rely on any statement
or the adequacy or accuracy of the information provided by Daisee. Securities of micro and small cap companies typically involve a higher
degree of risk and more volatility than securities of more established companies. As such, an investment in the Company must be considered
as speculative. The information provided does not purport
to cover all relevant information about any potential investment in the Company. Accordingly, potential investors
are advised to seek appropriate independent advice, if necessary, to determine the suitability of this investment.

This document does not constitute an offer, solicitation or recommendation in relation to the subscription, purchase or sale
of securities in any jurisdiction and does not and will not form part of any securities subscription, sale or purchase contract.


